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We are told that when the king of the Persians travelled through his wide-flung provinces, 

he pointedly observed the condition of the land. Where a landscape was well-cultivated and 

planted with trees, he rewarded the local governor with honors, gifts, and expanded 

territory; but where he found neglected fields and deforestation, he removed the governor 

from office and replaced the miscreant with a better administrator. So the king judged the 

worth of his appointees by the care they gave to the land, and thus to its inhabitants, 

believing this just as important as maintaining a garrison for defence or a good flow of taxes. 

The principles seem clear: a governor who cares for the earth and can cope with 

environmental problems can be trusted to govern well, and the quality of an administration 

can be judged by the state of the environment in its territory. 

 

This story comes to us from the Oeconomicus of Xenophon, a Greek who knew the Persian 

Empire at first hand, since he had marched through about half of it with a mercenary army. 

He was also a farmer who knew land and how it responds to treatment of every kind. He 

summed up his experience of human relationship to the earth in a memorable sentence: 

'Earth is a goddess and teaches justice to those who can learn, for the better she is served, 

the more good things she gives in return.' (Oeconomicus. 5.12)  

 

This article will examine three major classical conceptions of the earth: first, the traditional 

view of Earth as a goddess; second, the view of some philosophers that Earth is a living 

organism; and third, the view of agricultural writers that earth exists in reciprocal balance 

with, her human inhabitants and responds to their treatment in ways that are appropriate 

and just. 

 

I. Earth as a Goddess 

 

When Xenophon says 'Earth is a goddess', he is giving voice to the dominant image of the 

earth. Earth to the Greeks and Romans is the oldest goddess, the all-mother, Gaia/Ge meter 

panton, Terra Mater, Mother Earth. Plutarch puts it this way: 'The name of Earth is dear . . . 

and precious to every Greek, and it is a custom to revere her like any other deity.' Our first 

detailed evidence of how the early Greeks viewed the earth goddess comes from poetry, 

particularly Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns (7th/6th centuries B.C.). Earth is portrayed by 



the poets in two aspects, cultivated and wild. Two Homeric Hymns celebrate her: one, 'To 

Earth the Mother of All', speaks of rich tilled land responding to human labour: 

 

Mistress, from you come our fine children and bountiful harvests; 

Yours is the power to give mortals life and to take it away. 

Happy is he upon whom your glance falls with favor, 

Finding him worthy; to him come all things in abundance. 

His life-giving acres of cornland at harvest are heavily laden. 

Cattle abound in his pastures. his house is filled with good things. 

 

(tr . Thelma Sargent) 

 

The other, 'To the Mother of the Gods', is a wild poem that sings of her delight in 'the 

howling of wolves and bright-eyed lions among echoing hills and forested canyons'. 

 

The Greeks of the classical period maintained traditions of closeness to the earth. They 

called themselves 'earthborn " particularly those who, like the Athenians, traced their 

ancestry back to the Mycenaeans on their own soil. Deucalion and Pyrrha repopulated the 

earth after the mythological Great Flood by casting stones , 'the bones of their mother', over 

their shoulders, and Earth gave instant birth to human beings. Athens remembered her 

earliest kings as sons of Gaia, so earthy that one was said to be serpent-formed in his lower 

parts. The more old-fashioned among Athenians gathered their long hair with golden clasps 

shaped like cicadas, those insects that can be seen emerging from the earth in springtime, 

to symbolise that they were 'children of Earth, who sustained them' (Plato, Menexenus, 

237b). The Romans had similar feelings; Lucretius says, 'the Earth deserves the name of 

Mother; by herself she made the race of men.' 

 

Earth's justice 

 

The goddess most closely and importantly associated with Gaia is Themis, her daughter. In 

fact, Aeschylus makes Prometheus say that she is the same goddess. Now this is very 

interesting because Themis is goddess of law, of justice. Why should this be an attribute of 

Earth? 

 

It is because Earth has her own law, a natural law in the original sense of those words, 

deeper than human enactments and beyond repeal. It is not the justice of human morality; 

it is written in the nature of things. Ancient mythology is full of stories in which Earth has 

her revenge on those who harm her or the creatures she protects. Ecological sins meet with 

ecological punishments. Erysichthon cut down a tree inhabited by a dryad in spite of the 

tree-spirit's protests; she complained to Mother Earth, who afflicted him with insatiable 

hunger. Orion boasted that he would kill all the animals in the world. This too was reported 



to Mother Earth, who sent a monstrous scorpion to sting him to death. There is even a 

reference to overpopulation: Themis planned the Trojan War in order to thin out the 

teeming tribes oppressing the surface of Mother Earth. 

 

II. Earth as a living organism 

 

The second important conception of the earth is that she is alive. For the Greeks this was a 

natural step from seeing her as a goddess. 

 

The idea of a living, conscious cosmos emerged first among the Pythagoreans, followers of 

the philosopher Pythagoras who lived at the end of the sixth century B.C. They claimed that 

the world is spherical, is alive, has a soul, and is intelligent, and that the elements and 

creatures go through a great circulation that is like 'recycling'. Plato in turn maintains that 

the cosmos is 'a living creature, one and visible, containing within itself all living creatures 

which are by nature akin to itself' (Timaeus, 30d). And this living creature is 'endowed with 

soul and reason'. As Cicero echoed Plato centuries later, 'The world is an intelligent being, 

and indeed also a wise being'. The Stoics also followed his view of the cosmos as an 

organism which is rational, pervaded by harmony, and of which all living things are parts. 

 

Then what is the place of human beings within this living organism that is the world? 

Mankind is one part of the totality, and we are what we are because we have a share of the 

whole. Our bodies are composed of the same elements as the world, since we were 

generated out of the Earth. Indeed, the scientist and philosopher Empedocles (5th c. B.C.) 

says that it is exactly because of this that we can know or perceive the world: 'For it is by 

earth that we see earth'. We are alive because the world is alive; our souls are parts of the 

world-soul. As Plato says, 'Whence can a human body have received its soul, if the body of 

the world does not possess soul?' This view gives humanity an integral place within the 

living universe; we share the qualities of the whole organism by physical existence, living, 

sensing, and being conscious. 

 

Ill. The ancient land ethic 

 

The ancient economy was dependent on farming; as Aristotle affirms, 'The greatest number 

[of those who labour to get wealth] obtain a living from the cultivated fruits of the earth'. So 

the question of assuring that Earth would continue to be generous from year to year was of 

the highest importance. Cicero used a financial metaphor: 'The farmer keeps an open 

account with the Earth', and receives low or high interest as he invests his labour and 

materials. 

 

But most ancient writers put the principle in more personal terms. Since 'Earth as being your 

mother delivered you, now as if your land were your mother and nurse you ought to take 



thought for her' (Plato, Republic, 414e) and tend her 'with care passing that of son for 

mother, the more that the Earth is the divine teacher of her mortal children'. 

 

Not all the ancients had a positive view of farming, to be sure. Cultivation could also be seen 

as a 'wearying' of Mother Earth, who grows older as the generations go by and less able to 

produce what once she bore. (Lucretius, On the nature of things, 5.827). The well-known 

'Hymn to Man' in Sophocles' Antigone says that the farmer tires the Earth by plowing her: 

'Earth, the supreme divinity, the immortal and unwearied one, he wears away'. But others 

like the Roman agricultural writer Columella countered this view, maintaining that 

cultivation properly done and compensated for by manuring need not exhaust the soil. 

Earth is not growing old, he said: the blame for her infertility lies in poor practices; declining 

crops are our fault, not hers. The damage that humans do to the earth was seen most 

clearly in industries that make their profit by taking things from the earth, as in the cutting 

of timber and mining. (Aristotle, Politics, 1258 b29). But always the principle was the same: 

Earth responds to human treatment in kind. She rewards responsible, wise labour and 

punishes the lazy and harmful. The Earth will never let the idle farmer prosper. If a man gets 

no grain from his field, it is reasonable to assume that it is because he 'takes no trouble to 

see that it is [properly] sown and manured'. (Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 20.4) When a sheep 

is ailing, Xenophon observes, we generally blame the shepherd, so if a farm in otherwise 

good country fails to prosper, we can blame the farmer either for laziness or bad practices. 

One who lets goats graze in a young olive orchard or vineyard, warns another Roman 

agricultural writer, Varro , must expect to lose his trees and vines. 

 

'Glorious gifts of the gods' 

 

If the agricultural writers warn of her poetic justice, they also reveal its positive side. Even 

the work she requires is beneficial, since 'Earth gives increased strength through exercise to 

those who labour with their own hands'. (Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 5.4). And instances of 

Earth rewarding good husbandry are numerous. Homer praises Odysseus' father, King 

Laertes, for his ability at farming. His orchard and vineyard were unusually fruitful because 

they were trimmed and cultivated with skill and care. The results 'were the glorious gifts of 

the gods'. 

 

Those who rule have responsibility toward the Earth. Plato advised that the state make 

certain that arable soil not be preempted for other purposes. As he put it, 'where Earth, a 

true mother to us . . . is minded to yield sustenance for us, our living should not be cheated 

of the benefit by any man, living or dead'. (Laws, 958e). The laws made by the state affect 

transactions between human beings and the Earth, so they should reflect those deeper laws 

taught by Earth herself. 

 



And these laws are not hidden; the Earth is a teacher whose books are always open for us to 

read; she does not wilfully lead us astray, so if human beings fail to see the law of Earth and 

act on it, they have only themselves to blame. Xenophon states this clearly: 'I think that just 

because she conceals nothing from our knowledge and understanding, the Earth is the 

surest tester of good and bad individuals'. To flourish in their land, a people must first 

understand the nature of the Earth. And this is not difficult, since the Earth is such a gentle, 

humane teacher that all we need to do is see her and listen to her, and she at once will 

make us comprehend her. She herself gives many lessons in the best way of treating her. 

When deciding what to plant in a given place, 'you are not likely to get a better yield from 

the earth by sowing and planting what you want instead of the crops and trees that the 

earth prefers', (Oeconomicus 16.3) and you can find out what she prefers by observing what 

grows there naturally. 'For the earth never plays tricks, but reveals frankly and truthfully 

what she can and what she cannot do.' (ibid. 20.13). 

 

A lesson 

 

These, then, are the major ideas of the ancients about the Earth. First, the Earth is the 

oldest goddess, supporter and nurturer of her children, human and non-human, and 

therefore entitled to respect and worship. Environmental problems are seen as a result of 

the failure of human beings properly to worship the Earth and follow her unwritten laws. 

 

Second, the Earth is a living being of whom humans are only part. Right relationship with the 

Earth means that the total organism is in good health; so environmental problems are seen 

as illness, as a failure of one part of the organism to interact supportively with others. 

 

Third, Earth is seen as responsive to human care or the lack of it, giving rich returns to those 

who treat her well and punishing those who are lazy or who weary her by trying to wrest 

from her what she is not ready to give. Environmental problems are seen as the revenge of 

Earth on those who fail, either through ignorance or greed, to practise well the art of the 

attentive tender of the land. 

 

These ancient attitudes to Earth contrast favourably with other tendencies in Western 

history, which have made man the lord of the Earth, conqueror of nature, uncaring 

consumer of the Earth's 'natural resources'. This is the attitude that continues to lead us in 

the present time, the Age of the Great Recessional, when each year Earth is losing more 

forms of life than in centuries before. If we are told that we have to sacrifice environmental 

values for industrial growth and national strength, we could find better advice in another 

voice, that of the ancient 'Hymn to Earth, Mother of All': 

 

Gaia, mother of all, I sing, oldest of gods, 

Firm of foundation, who feeds all creatures living on earth, 



As many as move on the radiant land and swim in the sea 

And fly through the air – all these does she feed with her bounty. 

Mistress, from you come our fine children and bountiful harvests; 

Yours is the power to give mortals life and to take it away. 
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